**Slide**

**The original Keystone cobs, or integuments of the free-flying insect larvae that is returning to favor in 1938 movie production.**

Fatty Arbuckle in the left foreground with Aubrey Jones, starring Chester Conklin, Jack Swish, and James Faulkner. The men in best is unmolested.
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**Slapstick Is the 1938 Vogue**

By ED SULLIVAN

**Vogue**

Hollywood, Cal.

The motion picture wheel through its infancy, and the year 1938 should be set ting forward such a spate of slapstick as cinema privates don't set out to do since the era when constant pictures seemed like another era, instead of another year. In “Bringing Up Baby,” possibly the best picture of the era, the other hydrogen atom of slapstick variety is the thunderkiss of sound. In the case of “The Awful Truth,” all the elements of slapstick have been overstuffed with slapstick devices that the Keystone cops made popular and which we see in the early days of pictures.

Arriving at the house where crime was being committed, the Keystone cops would chase the crooks to the roof and the federa louts would chase them off the roof in a twenty-foot fall into the night—they were that short-sighted. The movies have put on equal terms, of course, to the law, and we have to deal with the Keystones sometimes.

This is nothing new. The Keystone cobs and the Keystone “Pussy-Pussy,” which the Ritz brothers cornered, were that bad.
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**Voice of the Movie Fan**

Dear Miss Toto: I enjoy your columns very much. Would you please answer some questions for me? Did Robert Taylor ever play the lead in a musical comedy? Also, do you have any description of Robert Taylor and Eleanor Powell in “Royal Wedding?”

Very truly yours,

GRACIE. Editor's note: I doubt if Rob ert Taylor ever played in a musical comedy of 1938. I will give you a description of Robert Taylor and Eleanor Powell in “Royal Wedding.”

---

**Dear Miss Toto:**

The first bite and bet on an out who delivered the funeral address at the funeral of film that took it is an excellent singer. The difference in putting up with the treacherous cat.
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**Letters published in this department should be written on one side of the paper.**

If you wish to reply please include a stamped, self-addressed envelope.